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OJAI  UNIFIED  SCHOOL  DISTRICT 

Tuesday, July 31, 2018 

Minutes of the Special Open Session 

 of the Board of Education 

Regarding Board Self-Evaluation 

  

 

Persons requesting interpreter services or with disabilities requiring special accommodations to attend this 

meeting should contact the Superintendent’s office, 640-4300, ext. 1011, at least 48 hours prior to the 

meeting. 

 

1. 5:30 p.m. Meeting called to order; Pledge to the Flag. 

 

 

Attendance: Kevin Ruf, President 

     Michael Shanahan, Vice President 

     Shelly Griffen, Clerk 

     Thayne Whipple, Member 

     Jane Weil, Member 

 Administrators:  Andrew Cantwell, Superintendent 

Sherrill Knox, Assistant Superintendent 

 Minutes Secretary: Kathy Smith 

  

2. Approval of the Agenda  

 

      2.1   Emergency Additions/Modifications to Agenda  

   

  There were no additions or modifications made to the agenda.  

  

      2.2  Approval of Agenda - Action 

 

  Member Shanahan moved to approve the agenda as presented. Member Ruf seconded the motion 

  which carried with a vote of 5:0. 

 

3. Public Comments 

 

  There were no comments made by members of the public. 

 

 

4. Governing Board/Superintendent 

 

4.1 Board Self-Evaluation – Information 

 

Mr. Cantwell provided a brief overview of the CSBA provided Board Self-Evaluation Report 

generated after Board members completed the survey. He reviewed the Conditions to Effective 

Governance as well as the Board Responsibilities sections and noted the scoring process legend 

found on each page.  
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Board members engaged in a discussion of the self-evaluation format and commented that several 

questions would have been answered differently if the question had been more clearly stated. 

 

Overall Board reflections on several areas addressed in the CSBA Board Self-Evaluation Report:  

 

Board Commitment to a Common Vision and Establishing Long-Range District Priorities 

 

Member Shanahan reflected on the Sixth grade move to Matilija as an example of a long-range 

District priority; which presented a unique opportunity for change of our curriculum and a 

reinvigoration for teachers.   

 

Member Whipple indicated that several questions asked if the Board is focused on the most 

important priorities. He wondered if at this point the Board should talk about what could be done 

better and create a framework from which to pick big ideas. Having reflected on this he said that 

many agenda items are directed by state mandated or policy requirements which need to be done.   

These evaluation questions caused him to consider if the Board is really conscious of how much 

of our time is spent considering true priorities.  

 

Member Griffen would like to receive feedback from teachers regarding the priority list Board 

members create to see if they feel that other areas should be the focus of Board members.   

 

Member Whipple agreed that when deciding on priority projects to pursue he indicated that it 

could be difficult to identify specific projects without first receiving input from stakeholders who 

feel comfortable sharing ideas.   

 

Member Weil wondered if the Board should be looking out to the future to identify specific 

District goals. She shared two concepts she has been considering, a K-2 reading program as well 

as a less structured school day for those students.  

 

Member Weil brought up an issue Member Shanahan spoke to previously, instituting bilingual 

classrooms.  She detailed her thoughts on this also being a confidence building opportunity for a 

student who is placed in a leadership role and successfully shares his/her home language in the 

classroom.  

 

She also suggested that two board members visit each school site to receive feedback on the list of 

priorities.   

 

Member Griffen would like to address the issue of racial divide in our schools and how we could 

facilitate change in the community.  It is a real concern.  She recalled how fractured past 

conversations were and she would like to examine how the Board could approach this topic.  She 

also referenced an assembly bill that could mandate racial and cultural education classes. 

 

Member Shanahan agreed that the issue of racial divide is also an issue of student safety and 

culture.  Maybe the focus is that our campuses should be welcoming to everyone and that we give 

attention to all issues related to students feeling safe.  

 

Member Ruf spoke to issue of racial divide he feels that we need to seek better engagement from 

Latino families overall.  What could we do proactively to encourage engagement at all levels?  
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Board Demonstrates Commitment to District Priorities and Goals 

Member Whipple indicated that while the Board may sometimes feel that they don’t inspire ideas, 

they do provide for policies and resources.  

 

Member Ruf reflected on the District vision he finds himself personally thinking that education is 

the “visioning” that is happening between the student and the teacher which is a very local kind of 

phenomenon. The Board’s job unfortunately does consist of a lot of oversight that doesn’t involve 

the same visioning that he would have hoped to directly provide. He added that it would be 

exciting to see the Board be a “driver” of an agreed upon set of goals to increase the success in 

identified areas of education or of a broad change.   

 

 

Board Works Well Together 

Member Weil was pleased that a lot of her answers were classified as “almost always” and this 

confirmed her thoughts that we operate well together as a Board.  She shared her thought that the 

advantage and disadvantage of the Board is that “we are generally doers” and in this role we 

aren’t really in the position to be the “doer”.    

 

Member Shanahan added that the openness and transparency the Board operates as a cohesive and 

effective board operating with openness and the transparency with the public has been really 

good.  On the issue of Board protocols he felt the Board is very respectful and participates in open 

conversations.   

 

 

Board Adopts Measurable Indicators to Assess District Performance 

Member Weil discussed state testing procedures and the performance of certain student 

subgroups.   

 

Member Ruf indicated that he would like to receive a special education report more often.  

 

Member Griffen wondered what other areas could be used to help the Board have a pulse on 

student performance. She indicated that she would like to know how many Matilija students 

enrolled in Spanish classes move directly into Spanish II at Nordhoff. Likewise how many 

Matilija students enrolled in Math I move directly into Math II at Nordhoff?  

 

Member Shanahan agreed that he answered the question relating to measurable performance that 

we haven’t identified these as much as working with statutory requirements as Member Whipple 

indicated.   

 

Member Ruf would like to see a report on AP classes and the AP test pass rates.  

 

 

Informing the Community of Priorities and Opportunities for Involvement 

 

Member Weil sought input on how to attract new families to the District schools and showcase 

the achievements being made on a daily basis at schools.   

 

She indicated that she believes that when the Board addresses public issues they are successful in 

raising awareness to the overall community.  
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The Role of Board Members and their Communication with the Superintendent 

 

Member Ruf indicated that the CSBA scale wasn’t always in his view the “right answer.”  He 

feels that in a small district with such a difficult financial situation; it is a measure of our 

engagement that we engage and speak often to the superintendent vs a negatively perceived 

amount of interaction.   

 

Member Ruf shared his appreciation to Mr. Cantwell and Dr. Knox for understanding that when a 

Board member contacts an administrator regarding an issue or question, it is addressed in an 

unfettered and professional manner.  

 

 

Role of the Board President in Managing Board Meetings 

 

Member Ruf addressed the way the Board transfers power between members annually.  As the 

president certain procedural duties become your responsibility, for instance to control 

conversations.  He operates with the understanding that everyone has good intentions; within 

reason speakers should be provided the opportunity to express his/her thoughts particularly in 

emotional issues.  He wants members to feel free to request a more formal approach.  

 

All members weighted in on the discussion of the three-minute speaker rule and the desire for 

consistency and reminding speakers to speak from the podium to improve with the video 

transmission of meetings.   

 

Member Ruf and Member Shanahan indicated they would like to see more opportunities for 

presenters to provide an executive summary rather than reviewing a PowerPoint presentation of 

the full report already provided in Board agendas.   

 

The Board discussed continuing the practice of moving agenda items to the front of the agenda 

when public engagement is expected.  Taking items out of categorical order is less important.  Mr. 

Cantwell indicated that a good time to review that could be when emergency modifications are 

considered at the beginning of the meeting.  

 

 

Local, State and Federal Level Advocacy Opportunities 

 

Member Griffen suggested that we consider adding advocacy at the local level to Board 

responsibilities. She would like to see the Board members actively engaging with local groups, 

organizations and the community on relevant school issues.  

Member Ruf said that we should examine whether opportunities exist as they relate to the public 

school mission.  

 

Whipple feels that on the issue of State level advocacy he recalled when that did occur here at the 

local level.  Sometimes the needs of larger districts weren’t the same as those of interest to our 

District. He would be interested in seeking additional opportunities again when the issue directly 

affects the District.   

 

Member Weil agreed that we would have to be careful to select items that are school related. 
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Member Ruf added that the evaluation questions also made him reconsider increasing Board 

members level of advocacy regarding State and Local initiatives.   

 

 

Member Ruf suggested the discussion continue at the August 14, 2018 Board meeting to discuss 

ideas for establishing year-long or longer district goals and structured involvement in the 

community.  

  

  

5. At 7:08 p.m. the meeting adjourned. 

 


